
METAL CHINA +DIECASTING CHINA 2022 Post Report

From September 19 to 21, the 20th China International Foundry Expo（Metal China）

and the 16th International Nonferrous and Special Casting Exhibition, hosted by

China Foundry Association, is held successfully at National Exhibition and Convention

Center(Shanghai), covering 55,000sqm space area with 750 professional exhibitors.

Many leading foundry experts brought their top ranking equipment and products to

Metal China and released their newest technologies and innovations. The 3-day

exhibition, although held during the pandemic and comply with health restrictions,

attracts 51,875 onsite visitors along with 808,132 online visitors. Metal China is one

of the most professional and international foundry show in year of 2022.

As a wind vane leading the development of foundry industry, Metal China 2022, by

capturing the upstream frontier technology, predicting the trend of market demands,

and controlling the development trend of foundry industry, builds an international

exhibition exchange and cooperation platform for the accurate transmission of

information and effective matchmaking platform of demands for the upstream and

downstream of the industrial chain in the strategic opportunity period when China is

moving from a "foundry power" to a "foundry great power". The exhibition also

opens a new stage in the changing situation, showing the achievements of

continuous innovation and development of China Foundry Industry.



Special featured exhibition areas cover hot spots in foundry industry

Green, low-carbon, smart industrial reform



Curently China's foundry industry is developing rapidly to the direction of innovation,

intelligence and environmental friendliness. There is a large demand for automotive

lightweight, integrated die casting and 3D printing, which make foundry and casting

revived. Focusing on hot topics and common difficulties in the industry, the special

featured exhibition areas shine brightly in the exhibition and attract public attention.

"Die Casting Intelligent Low-Carbon Experience Zone" provides a reference model

and communication platform for the small and medium-sized die casting enterprises

to transform digital, intelligent, green and low-carbon manufacturing plants. In the

“large-scale integrated die casting exhibition area”, batches of enterprises that have

obtained products and technology application in the large-scale integrated die

casting molding process appeared, leading the industry into the era of large-scale die

casting. China Casting high-end brand exhibition area gathered the industry's top 100

enterprises, new products, new technology, new achievements and new solutions

gushed out. The low-pressure and extrusion casting exhibition area focuses on

technical exchange and explains the development status and trend of the emerging

die casting industry. Moreover, the exhibition area of foundry culture bearing a

thousand years of history and inheriting ancient technology opens a new pattern for

traditional industries.

High precision casting helps to build “The Pillars of a Great Power”



Regional exhibition groups and characteristic industrial clusters record the shining

footprint of transformation and upgrading

New products, new equipment and new technologies are emerging one after

another, demonstrating high - quality development of vigorous vitality



Active business connection,constant intention to make a deal

Dazzling concurrent activities open the new future of the industry



During the three-day exhibition, business opportunities are interacting here, ideas

are collided here, information is exchanged here, and emotions are integrated here.

On the way to promote the development and advance of foundry industry, the

shining mark of the endless struggle of Chinese foundry-men has been recorded, and

the industry colleagues present have achieved substantial gains: Some are excited to

find the desired product, some are happy to find the "bosom friend", and some are

happy to be enlightened and develop new ideas... Let's listen to their voices!

Visitor Analysis

Onsite Visitor & Online Visitor

Visitor Regional Origin & Visitor Position Analysis



Visitor Occupational Origin

Exhibitor Survey

Overall Satisfaction Analysis

Overall Satisfactory: 98%



Exhibition Purpose Fulfillment

Fulfillment: 91%

Intention for METAL CHINA 2023

Will attend METAL CHINA 2023: 90%



Metal China 2023 is fully launched!

Aiming at keeping as the industry leader, full of innovation, development and

service, the 21st China International Foundry Expo will be held onMay 8-11, 2023 in

the National Convention and Exhibition Center (Tianjin), a super large national

exhibition hall located in Northern China.

With the goal of high-quality development and the guidance of meeting the

development needs of the industry, Metal China has evaluated the situation and

returned to Northern China after four years. With Tianjin, an important gateway and

advanced manufacturing research and development base in Northern China as the

platform, the fair will radiate to the whole areas of China and create a grand event of

the foudnry industry with "smooth double circulation, enabling new development

and achieving new growth".

With an exhibition area of nearly 100,000 square meters and more than 100

wonderful industry activities, the exhibition will attract more than 1,000 well-known

exhibitors and hundreds of thousands of professional visitors from more than 30

countries and regions to participate online and offline. It will once again become an

important platform to promote the transformation and upgrading of the foundry

industry and take the high-quality development road.



Exhibits Profile:

The exhibition focuses on high-quality castings, casting equipment, casting materials,

automation supporting and surrounding equipment, environmental protection

equipment, etc. The exhibits also include the upstream and downstream industries

such as machine tools, auto parts, construction machinery, agricultural machinery,

general machinery, internal combustion engine, rail transit, petroleum and

petrochemical industries.

To exhibit

International Communication and Exhibition Dept., China Foundry Association

Contact：Maggie Li, Sophia Nie, Yang You

Mobile:+86-18911227983, 13331052837, 18911227989

Email：limengmeng@foundry.com.cn niefei@foundry.com.cn

youyang@foundry.com.cn

Please scan the QR code and register with us!

Scan to find more about METAL CHINA 2022

May 8-11, 2023, See you in Tianjin!


